
REDEFINE STABILIZER
-  Professional Stabilizer with Image Transmission  -

/  ViaTouch Control System

/  Synchronous Zoom & Focus Control

/  All-Inclusive Control Panel

/  Aviation Grade Motors



REDEFINE STABILIZER

Professional Stabilizer with 
Image Transmission 

CRANE 3 LAB is ZHIYUN’s powerful stabilizer that integrates 

wireless Full HD image transmission technology. Designed 

for individual videographers or videography teams, CRANE 

3 LAB redefines the structure of traditional stabilizers with 

its effort-saving Sling Mode. The 1080P image transmission 

system of this stabilizer allows users to frame and take shots 

from any angle and at any view. Its ViaTouch control system 

enables users to take care of every detail via a smartphone. 

Armed with synchronous zoom & focus control, CRANE 3 

LAB unleashes the creative potential of users.

FEATURES

Revolutionary Design Great Compatibility Wireless Full HD 
Image Transmission

With an all-new and ergonomic structure, 
CRANE 3 LAB adds Sling Mode, allowing 
effortless and stable shooting especially 
for low angles.

With an incredible payload of 4.5kg and 
long axis, CRANE 3 LAB supports almost 
APS-C / M43 cameras on the market even 
when equipped with larger lenses.

The wireless image transmission technology 
delivers video streaming up to 1080P. 
Compatible with most smartphones and 
tablets (Android and iOS), most devices 
can be readily used as a monitor. With live 
preview and real-time parameter settings, 
you can frame and take shots from any 
angle and at any view.



Easy Setup and 
Great Portability

All-Inclusive 
Control Panel

PhoneGo Mode to 
Unleash Full Potential

Synchronous Zoom &
Focus Control

ViaTouch 
Control System

Automated Advanced
Features

Now with a lock on each axis, transporting 
and balancing gimbals has never been 
so easy. You can lock each axis while 
balancing the other and save the current 
setup for next time or lock all three axis 
for convenient transport.

Inspired by the airline control stick, CRANE 
3 LAB features multiple buttons. Combined 
with an intuitive OLED screen, you can 
easily perform full control on both gimbal 
and camera including mode switch, camera 
control and various custom gimbal settings.

With a single tap on the Go button, your 
camera is ready to handle fast-moving 
sports. PhoneGo mode enables the gimbal 
to maximize its speed of operation, 
capturing all the action with ease.

CRANE 3 LAB is equipped with a zoom 
and focus control module on its quick 
release plate. Users can make synchronous 
zoom and focus adjustment through the 
tactile wheel and zoom button.

ViaTouch Control System enables users 
to take care of every detail simply on a 
phone screen. You can make various 
gimbal movements and camera settings 
while framing the shots simultaneously all 
via a same screen. With ViaTouch control 
system, working alone would be just as 
efficient as working on a team.

Popular filmmaking features such as 
timelapse, motionlapse, panorama are 
available with CRANE 3 LAB. 
Release your creativity!

ViaTouchWireless Full HD
Control SystemImage Transmission

4.5KG
Max Payload



 Operation Voltage 6.4V-8.4V

Operation Current 250mA-3000mA

Operation Temperature -10°C-45°C

Operation Time 12h *Lab Data1

Weight 970g Excluding batteries

Tilt Angle Range 360° Unlimited rotation

Roll Angle Range 360° Unlimited rotation

Pan Angle Range 360° Unlimited rotation

Payload 300g-3000g

WEEBILL LAB Specs

*Lab Data1: The data - 12h operation time is tested under 25④ temperature with gimbal placed still and balanced well; Mounted camera: 
Sony A7+10-18 F4
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Zhiyun reserves the right to change the product design and specifications, including but not limited to size, color, and etc. Picture for reference only.
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